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Flowers are far less innocent than bridal bouquets and Mother’s Day kitsch might sug
gest. For Alice Walker, the elaborate floral arrangements that her mother used to adorn 
even the shabbiest houses with symbolize not only comfort and hope despite poverty, but 
the creative potential of a generation of Black women who were denied other access to 
art, culture, and selfrealization.1 Culturally and historically, flower picking is connoted 
with human power over nature, yet it also glosses over sexual violence, colonial fantasies 
of discovery, and anthropocentric delusions of grandeur. In ancient myths and wedding 
rituals, young girls are abducted and raped while gathering flowers;2 the symbolically 
charged breaking of flowers anticipates defloration. Most recently, the fact that Goethe’s 
folk poem “Heidenröslein” identifies a rape victim with a broken rose came under literal 
attack in the wake of a #MeTooinspired campaign when the art collective Frankfurter 
Hauptschule threw toilet paper at the Goethe House in Weimar in the summer of 2019 to 
denounce the flowery euphemism.3 On colonial expeditions, botanists collected impor
tant plant knowledge, but the exotic objects unknown in Europe were also exported, clas
sified, and monetized; this imperialist gesture still resonates in the term “plant hunter.”4 
The poetry of symbolism, impressionism, and modernity seized the fascination for or
chids, lilies, and azaleas.5 However, even today, tropical flowers are still a status symbol, 
as evidenced by the “PlantParenting” trend on social media platforms that has flourished 
during the Covid pandemic.6 Neobaroque, floral book formats—anthologies, florilegia, 
herbaria—enjoy renewed popularity in times of climate crisis: in contemporary artistic 
plant collections, the need for order and explanation meets subversive critique of Wes
tern, anthropocentric exploitation of nature,7 while voices in philosophy, literary, and 
cultural studies aspire to reestablish the herbarium as a text genre for the humanities 
that meets critical and posthumanist demands more effectively than the individualistic 
monograph.8

The graduate conference invites junior scholars (doctoral candidates, postdocs, early 
career researchers) to explore the literary, cultural, and philosophical implications of 
flowers, following the vegetal turn in the humanities.9 Seeking an interdisciplinary dia
logue between literary and cultural studies, we welcome research from collaborative 
fields such as gender studies, ecocriticism, ecofeminism, postcolonial/decolonial stu
dies, critical plant studies, posthumanities, and environmental humanities.
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Possible objects of investigation and perspectives may include (but are not limited to):

 U The ornamental, the decorative, and the symbolic: bouquets, boutonnières, 
floral decorations, “Wear Flowers in Your Hair,” floral language, codes of 
conduct, kitsch.

 U Erotics of picking flowers: floral sexual symbolism, myths of defloration, 
flowery euphemisms, violent removal of versus seduction through a dange
rous flower, floral scents as aphrodisiacs.

 U Floral exoticism: postcolonial perspectives on imperialist plant hunting, rari
ties, flower picking as a gesture of dominance and appropriation of the foreign.

 U Anthropocentric exploitation and subjugation of “inanimate” nature.
 U New Nature Writing between nature romanticism, conservationism, and 
ecocriticism.

 U Subordination through classification: herbaria, plant catalogs, nomencla
tures—along with their creative and critical deconstruction.

 U Vanitas / memento mori: ephemeral beauty, withering and death of picked 
flowers.

 U Poetological dimension of flowers: “Blue Flower,” vegetal imagery and 
meta phors, courtly love versus modernism, “flowery” rhetoric, synesthesia, 
mimesis of nature.

Abstracts for twentyminute presentations in English or German of approximately 300 words 
(selective bibliography excluded) combined with a brief biographical note should be sent to: 
flowerpower@germanistik.unimuenchen.de by December 31, 2022. 

The conference is organized by the Class of Literature of the Graduate School Language 
& Literature Munich and will take place from 11–13 May 2023 at LMU Munich.

Organizers: Qingyu Cai, Manuel Fingado, Martin Marius Kuhn, Angelina Maslennikova, 
Carole Martin, Hannes Mittermaier, Sophie Emilia Seidler.
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